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Ansrru.cr
We have investigated the alkali-exchangereaction KAl3(SO4)r(OH)u* Na+ : NaAl3(SO.)r(OH)u* K* (Reaction l) by reactingsyntheticalunite and natroalunite with 0.5rn
(Na,K)rSOosolutionsat250,350, and 450 "C. Experimentallydeterminedvaluesof ln K"
(where K" is defined as the molar ratio of Na to K in the solid over that in the solution)
rangefrom -0.63 to -1.32 at 450 'C and 1000bars,from -0.79 to -2.40 at 350 "C and
500 bars,and from -1.46 to -4.13 at 250 .C and 500 bars.The value of ln K" increases
with increasingmole percent natroalunite at each temperature studied.
We have fit theseresults by using a subregularMargules model for alunite-natroalunite
mixing. Individual-ion activity coefficientsfor aqueous Na* and K* at 250 'C and 500
bars were estimated using Pitzer's equations.At this temperature,"yN"*and 7*. are nearly
equal and therefore cancel each other out in the expressionfor ln K for Reaction l, and
we have assumedthis to be the caseat 350 .C and 500 bars and 450'C and 1000bars as
well. Least-squaresfits of the data from two setsof runs on opposite sidesof the presumed
equilibrium boundary yield the following estimatesof ln K,,, and Margules parameters:

450'C, 1000bars
350'C, 500bars
250'C,500bars

')
IZo,""(J.mol
1837(427)
2867(1050)
4668(209r)

ln K,,,
-0.99(0.05)
-1.73(026\
-2.56(0.42)

Zc.r(J.mol-')
3I 59(435)
4785(1229)
6443(4836)

We have used the 250 'C value of ln K,,, together with an estimated heat capacity and
entropy of natroaluniteto obtain o AG!,,t.*runie
at 25 "C and I bar of -4622.40 (+ l.9l)
kJ.mol '.
The experimental data demonstrate that alunite and natroalunite are completely miscible at 450 and 350 "C but do not rule out a solvus at 250 oC. Becauseof the large
uncertainty in the mixing terms, particularly at 250 "C, we have not attempted to predict
a consolute temperature. The degreeof asymmetry in the solid solution, as measuredby
the ratio of Wo*lo Wc.N.,is equal to 1.7 at both 450 and 350 "C. If this value remains
constant with decreasingtemperature, the consolute composition will be 64.5 molo/onatroalunite.
Published data on the chemistry of natural alunites suggestthat more sodic alunite is
favored at higher temperature, a result that is consistent with our experimental results.
However, there is little compositional evidence of immisciblity between alunite and natroalunite, even at surficial temperatures.This may reflect the paucity of information on
fine-scalecompositional variability in alunites, as well as the formation of metastable
intermediate compositions in low-temperature environments.
IxrnonucrroN

common in alunites from each of these environments,
and a complete range of Na contents up to greater than
95 molo/onatroalunite (Moss, 1958; Chitale and Guven,
1987) has been reported. Numerous other speciesmay
also substitutefor K, including NHf, (Altaner et al., 1988),
HrO* (Ripmeesteret al., 1986),and Ca2+or Sr2+,which
are generally accompanied by substitution of an equimolar amount of POI- for SOI- to maintain neutrality
(Botinelly, 1976;Scott, 1987;Stoffregenand Alpers, 1987),

The mineral alunite [KAl3(SO.)r(OH)u]occurs in hydrothermal ore deposits (Meyer and Hemley, 1967;
Hemley et al., 1969; Brimhall, 1980),hot springs(Raymahashay,1969;Schoenet al., 1974;Aoki, 1983),sedimentaryrocks (King, 1953;Goldbery, 1980),and low- to
intermediate-gradealuminous metamorphic rocks (Wise,
1975; Schochet al., 1985). Substitutionof Na for K is
0003-004x/90i0
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Fig. 1. srr"rphoto of syntheticnatroalunite.Scalebar is l0
pm. This imagewasobtainedwith a lsol-lxezr scanningelectron microscopeusingan accelerating
voltageof 15 kV and a
currentof 100nA.
but may also be compensatedfor by vacancies on the
alkali site (Ossakaet al., 1982).However, these substitutions are in most casesinsignificant compared to the
amount of Na present.
In spite of the presenceof Na in most natural alunite,
little is known about the thermodynamic properties of
natroalunite or of alunite-natroalunite solid solutions.
Evidenceof extensivemiscibility betweenalunite and natroalunite,at leastabove 100'C, is provided by the mineral-synthesis
experimentsof Parker(1962)and by compositional data on natural alunite reportedin the literature.
However, these data are inadequateto develop a mixing
model for alunite-natroalunite. In this paper, we discuss
a seriesof exchangeexperimentswe have conductedwith
alunite and natroalunite and 0.5ru (Na,K)rSOo aqueous
solutionsat temperaturesof250 to 450'C and pressures
of 500 and 1000 bars. We have used the experimental
data to obtain equilibrium constants for the alkali-exchange reaction and to compute subregular Margules
terms describingalunite-natroalunitemixing at eachtemperature studied.
ExpnnIptnNTAL METHoDS
Experimentswere performed with syntheticalunite-natroalunite solid solutions ranging in composition from
X-" : 0 to XN, : 1.0. End-member alunite and natroalunite were preparedusing a modified version of the technique describedby Parker (1962). Starting solutions containing 255 mL of distilled deionized HrO, 16 g of
Alr(SOo)3.l8HrO,and 4 g of KrSOoor NarSOowere prepared using reagent-gradechemicals.Thesesolutionswere
heated for 4 to 6 d at 150 "C and vapor-saturation pressure,producing well-crystallizedalunite grains 2 to 20 1rm
in size (Fig. l). However, this material was low in alkalis
by l0 to 20 molo/orelative to stoichiometric alunite and
natroalunite. This alkali deficiencyhas been observedin

most alunite-synthesisexperiments and has been attributed to the presenceof H3O* on the alkali site (Parker,
1962;Fielding, 1980;Ripmeesteret al., 1986).We found
that this deficiency could be eliminated by heating the
syntheticalunitesin l.0m NarSOoor 0.7m K'SO. for 7
to l0 d at 250 "C. This heating step is presumedto cause
exchangeof Na or K for hydronium.
All chargeswere sealed in cleaned and annealed Au
capsules4 to 8 crn in length and 5 to 7 mm in diameter.
These were run in standard large-capacitycold-seal hydrothermal vesselshaving an inner diameter of 0.6 to 1.5
cm. Temperatures were measured by chromel-alumel
thermocouples calibrated against a Pt-Rh standard and
are believed accurateto +2"C. Water servedas the pressuremedium. Pressureswere measuredwith a Heisegauge
and are believed accurateto +50/oof the measuredvalue.
The approximate amount of fluid required to fill each
capsuleat its run conditions was determined by using the
volumetric properties of water. These amounts generally
rangedfrom 0.30-0.35 cm3 at 450 "C to 0.50-0.80 cm3
at 250 "C. The 250 and 350 "C experimentswere run at
500 bars, and the 450 "C experiments were run at 1000
bars. Higher pressurewas used at 450 "C to compensate
for the large increasein the molar volume of water between 350 and 450'C at 500 bars (Helgesonand Kirkham, 1974). The increased pressure allowed for larger
starting fluid volumes and thus facilitated collection and
analysis of the run-product solutions. Starting fluid/alunite mass ratios ranged from I to 30 and were generally
between2 and 10.
Run times ranged from l-4 weeks at 450 'C to 34
months at 250'C. Where adequatereversalscould not
be obtained over these run times using pure alunite or
natroalunite starting material, experimentswere repeated
using washed and re-ground alunites of intermediate
composition produced in previous experiments. Runs
were quenched in ice water or in compressedair, with
quench times to 100 "C not exceeding5 min. Run-product alunites were digestedin concentratedHF, and these
digestates, along with the run-product solutions and
blanks, were analyzed for Na and K on a Perkin and
Elmer' atomic absorption spectrophotometerusing standard techniquesfor suppressionof ionization. Precision
of these analyseswas generally ftom 2o/oto 3o/o.Sulfate
was determined on some of the run-product solutions
using a Dionex model 2012-I ion chromatograph. Precision of these analyseswas approximately +7o/o.

Rrsur,rs
Alkali exchangebetween alunite and aqueoussolution
may be representedby the reaction
KAI3(SO4),(OH).* Na+: NaAI,(SO.),(OHI + K.. (l)
Defining the distribution coefficientK" for this exchange
' Any use of trade, product, or firm names in this publication
is for descriptive purposesonly and doesnot imply endorsement
by the U.S. Government.
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where X indicates the mole fracas (X^./X)/(m*u/m),
tion in the solid and m the molality in the aqueous solution, we can write at equilibrium
-RZ ln Ko: A,G!.r,7+ (dG*".d*/dXN^)
- (dG*".d^/dNN).
Q)

450'C, 1000 bars

A
o

z
A,Gl.r.,in this equation is the standard-stateGibbs freex
given
pressure
energy change for Reaction I at a
and
temperature, the G." terms are the excessGibbs free energy of mixing in the solid and in the aqueoussolution,
X"" is the mole fraction of Na in the solid and N". is the
molar Na/(Na + K) ratio in the aqueoussolution. Computed values of In K" are tabulated in Table I along with
1.0
0.6
0.8
0.2
0.4
0.0
other data on eachrun. The experimental results are also
Nn,
illustrated in Figure 2.
Experimentally determined values of Ko can be used
to compute the standard-stateGibbs free energy of Reaction I at P and I and the excessGibbs free energy of
350 qc, 500 bars
the solid in Equation 2. In order to make these calculations, it is first necessaryto consider the term related to
mixing in the aqueousphase.In the following treatment,
we have assumedthat this term is negligible and can be
ignored. This assumption can be justified at 250 'C by
use ofPitzer's equations(e.g.,Pabalanand Pitzer, 1987)
o
z
to compute Na* and Kt individual-ion activity coeffix
cients, as discussedin Appendix l. Similar calculations
cannot be made for our higher-temperatureexperiments
becausethe necessaryPitzer coefficientsat thesetemperatures are not now available. The validity of neglecting
theseactivity coefficientsin the 350 and 450'C experi0.0
ments is discussedbelow.
1.0
0.6
0.8
o.2 0.4
0.0
Measured values of ln Ko are plotted against X", in
Nr"
Figure 3. We have fit these data by using a subregular
Margulesmodel (e.9.,Thompsonand Waldbaum, 1968),
which assumesthat the excessfree energyof the solid can
be expressedas G*" : XKXN^(WN^XK+ IZ"X*.). This
250'C, 500 bars
model is necessaryto describethe nonlinear variation in
In K" with alunite composition that is evident in Figure
3. Although some authors (e.g.,Powell, 1987)have emphasized the theoretical inconsistenciesof the Margules
approach, it nonethelessprovides a useful mathematical
o'6
representation of our experimental data. Moreover, the
z"
we
have
obtained
are
inadex
experimental constraints
quate to discriminate betweena Margulesmodel and othL
er approachessuch as the quasi-chemicalmixing model
\
(Green, 1970) or quadratic formalism (Powell, 1987).
Work currently in progress on volumes of mixing for
alunite-natroalunite (Stoffregenand Alpers, in prepara0.0
1.0
0.6
0.8
tion) may provide additional constraintson the function0.2
o.4
0.0
al form of this mixing term.
Nr,"
Substituting the subregular Margules expression for
G."..,,,into Equation 2, setting dG-,*h/dNN^equal to zero
(which is equivalent to setting the activity-coefrcient raFig.2. Experimental data on alunite and aqueous solution
tio,y*"*/7*- equal to unity) and dividing through by -RZ
compositionsat (A) 450 "C and 1000bars,@) 350'C and 500
bars, and (C) 250'C and 500 bars. Open symbols indicate runs
yields

B

t

c

ln Ko:

ln K,,, + (WG,""/RT)(-3f,?,.+ 4XN. - l)

+ (wc.K/Rn(3xfr"- 2xNJ.

(3)

in which X"" increased,and filled symbols, runs in which X*"
decreased. Error bars represent analytical error. Lines connect
starting and final solution and alunite compositions.
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TABLE1. Compositionof startingand final aluniteand aqueoussolution

Run

Starting

Duration
(d)

x",

r: 450rc, P: 1000bars
't4
68
0.00
69
14
1.00
707
1.00
757
1.00
80'
32
0.00
81.
31
0.53
82
30
0.00
84
30
1.00
98'
21
1.00
105
19
1.00
r: 350'C.P : 500bars
416
0.00
628
1.00
828
0.00
46
115
1.00
48
115
0.00
49
115
0.00
77
51
1.00
78
35
0.18
79
44
0.26
90
43
0.60
107
28
0.90
113
28
0.90

N^"

Final
X^"

Final
N""

In K,

o

1.00
0.50
0.00
0.00
1.00
1.00
0.50
0.00
0.00
0.50

0.298
0.811
0.598
0.146
0.649
0.880
0.142
0.252
0.720
0.904

0.0159
0.0132
0.0160
0.0058
0.o147
0.0360
0.0044
0.0106
0.0204
0.0217

0.600
0.891
0.804
0.361
0.828
0.932
0.383
0 508
0 848
0.948

0.0097
0.0160
0.0113
0.0090
0.0187
0.0085
0.0040
0.0099
0.0325
0.0240

-1.26
-0.64
-0.98
- 1.18
-0.96
-0.63
-1.32
-1.12
-0.77
-0.65

0.056
0.056
0.031
0.047
0.032
0.054
0.034
0.055
0.043
0.037

1.00
0.00
1.00
0.00
0.50
1.00
0.90
0.40
0.60
1.00
1.00
0.84

0 195
o.347
o.278
0.478
0.060
0.488
0.880
0.084
0 175
0.703
0.947
0.744

0.0037
0.0060
0.0087
0.0108
0.0018
o.0177
0.0162
0.0012
0.0100
0.o2't1
0.0264
0.0249

0.684
0.741
0.793
0.839
0.413
0.877
0.942
o.402
0.621
0.934
0.986
0.898

0.0049
0.0175
0.0117
0.0092
0.0061
0.0171
0.0129
0.0082
0.0213
0.0165
0.0451
0.0652

-2.19
-1.68
-2.30
-1.73
-2.40
-2.01
-0 79
-1 99
-2.05
-1.79
- 1.38
-1.11

0.028
0.049
0.035
o.o24
0.034
0.040
0.033
0.036
0.070
0.038
0.052
0.069

1.00
0.90
0.60
0.70
0.82
o.92
0.98

0.132
0.346
0.025
0.107
0.228
0.768
0.615

0.0044
0.0066
0.0009
0.0037
0.0044
o.0202
o.0147

0.904
0.911
0.590
0.701
0.850
0.934
0.967

0.0187
0.0191
0.0049
0.0138
0.0133
0.0081
18
0.01

-4.13
-2.96
-4.02
-2.96
-2.95
-1.46
-2.91

0 043
0.025
0.037
0.041
0.028
0.034
0.036

Final
mso,

1.19

1.13
1.21
1.21

0.82
0 74
0 79
0.77
0.72

f : 250 C. P : 500 bars

13
42
43
85
86

92
120
120
91
90

0.00
0.40
o.o2
0.18
0.26

87
88

91
90

0.83
0.s3

0.51
0.52
0.56

Nofe: The molality of Na,SO4+ KrSOoin all starting solutions was 0.5.
' Denotes runs with
0.3m HrSO4in the starting solution.

Using this expression,we have fit the experimentalvalues
of ln Ko and xN. to obtain In K1'1,wo,r^, and wc,K at
each temperature. The lack of complete reversibility in
the experiments, even at 450 oC, necessarilylimits the
precision of these estimatesof ln K,,,, Wo,"^, and Wo,*.
In order to obtain realistic uncertainties for the ln K,,'
values we performed two least-squaresfits at each temperature, one for those runs that approachedequilibrium
from the natroalunite side and another for the remaining
runs. Data points were weighted by the reciprocal of the
error associatedwith ln K". This approach provided a
maximum and minimum ln K,,, value at each temperature, and the resulting best estimate for ln K,,, was taken
as the averageofthese two values(cf.Znn,1972). These
values are tabulated in Table 2A.
Estimatesof Wc*and Wc,N^wereobtainedat 450 and
350 "C by using leastsquaresfits ofthe experimentaldata,
again weighted by the reciprocal of the error in ln Ko.
Theseestimatesare tabulated in Table 28, along with lo
oferror associatedwith the fit. These errors do not provide a true measure of the uncertainty in the I;Z terms
becausethe data points are not normally distributed about
the equilibrium value (cf. Zen, 1972). The true error of
these estimatesis a larger, but indeterminant, value. Although it is difficult to quantify the uncertainties associated with these fit parameters, we think that this ap-

proach provides the best available estimates for the W
terms. Curves generatedby using the computed Zvalues
are compared with the experimental data in Figure 3.
The experimental data aI 250 'C were also fit by using
this method to obtain Margules values (Table 2B). The
large uncertaintiesat this temperaturereflect the relatively poor experimental reversals and the lack of experimental data for X^, above 0.768. Theselarge errors limit
the utility of theseterms in describingthe mixing of alunite-natroalunite at 250 'C.
Incongruent alunite dissolution
Alkali exchangebetween alunite and solution was accompanied by incongruent alunite dissolution at each
temperature studied. At 250 and 350 'C, formation of
boehmite was observedin run products by the reaction
(K,Na)AI,(SO),(OHL : 3AIO(OH) + (K,Na)*
(bo€hmite)

(4)
+ 3H' + 2SO?-.
At 450t, corundumwasformedby the reaction
:
2(K,Na)Al.(Soo),(oH)6
+ 2(K,Na)*
;"*,.*,
+ 4SO?-+ 6H*
+ 3HrO.

(5)
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TABLE24.

ExperimentallydeterminedIn K values for Reaction 1

450rc, 1000bars
350'C,500bars
250'C,500bars

Maximum*

Minimum'

-0.96
(0.02)
-1.51
(0.04)
-2.17
(0.05)

-1.03
(0.001)
-1.95
(0.04)
-z.Yo+

Averaget
-0.99
(0.05)
-1.73
(0.26)
-2.56
(0.42)

A

450 .c, 1000 bars

o

v

tr

-1.0

IJ

t Error given in parenthesesis 1o associatedwith the least-squaresfit.
t The error in parenthesesis half the differencebetween the maximum
value +o and the minimumvalue -o.
f No error could be computed for this fit becauseonly three points were
used to determinethe three fit Darameters.

I

-1.4
0.0

o.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

Xr"

parameters
TaEu 28. Experimentally
(in
determined
Margules
J.mol-1)

450'C,1000bars
350'C,500bars
250'C,500bars

Wo r^

Wn*

1837
(427)
2867
(1050)
4668
(2091
)

3159
(435)
4785
(122s)
6443
(4836)

B

350'C, 500 bars

+
o
Y

g

+

-i.s

I.

Notei Values in parenthesesgive 1r of error associatedwith the fit.

I
Both reactions lead to an increase in the molality of
(Na,K)rSOoduring the run and to the formation of sulfuric acid.
Incongruent alunite dissolution becomes,moresignificant at higher temperatures. At 250 oC, boehmite was
observedin xnp patterns of the run products only in runs
with high fluid/alunite ratios. This is consistentwith sulfate concentrationsmeasuredin three of the 250 oCrunproduct solutions [which are only slightly elevatedabove
the starting value of0.5nz (Table l)l and suggeststhat the
amount of alunite dissolution by Reaction 4 was minimal
at this temperature. At 350 oC, boehmite formed in all
nrns, and sulfateconcentrationswere in the rangeof 0.720.82m (Table l) in the run-product solutions. Incongruent alunite dissolution was even more pronounced at
450 "C, at which temperature alunite was totally converted to corundum at starting fluid/alunite ratios greater
than 10. The increasein alunite dissolutionat 450'C is
also indicated by elevated sulfate concentrationsin runproduct solutionsof l.l3-l.2lm (Table l).
In order to suppressReaction 5 and prevent conversion
of all the startingalunite to corundum, 0.3m HrSOnwas
added to some of the 450 "C runs (indicated with an
asterisk in Table 1) along with 0.5ru (Na,K)rSOo.This
reduced the amount of corundum formation although it
did not eliminate it entirely. The final solution composition in these runs, as in those without HrSOo in the
initial solution, was therefore controlled by the alunitecorundum equilibrium representedby Reaction 5.
Gibbs free energy of mixing in the aqueousphase
The HrSOogeneratedby Reactions 4 and 5 may affect
K" by changingthe behavior of the dG*"."o,"/dNru
term in

r+,

T/'8,
!

-2.5
0.0

t

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

0.8

1.0

Xn'"

c

250'C, 500 barg

o

Y

E

€

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

Xn"
Fig. 3. Plotsof ln Ko versusXN,at (A) 450 "C, (B) 350'C,
and (C) 250"C. Symbolsand error barsare as in Fig. 2. Also
Margulespashownare curvescalculatedfrom the subregular
rameterslistedin Table28.
Equation 2. The excessterm for the aqueousphase may
also be expressedas -Rln(ln'y*"- - ln 'y*-), where 7 representsthe individual-ion activity coemcient.This difference may be a function of aqueous-solutioncomposition
as well as temperature and pressure.
Although the quantity ln 7"". - ln 7*. cannot be computed for the reactions taking place at high temperature,
some insight into the effect of changesin sulfuric acid
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oOoo^^
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+
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o'3
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I

+

G

z
c o'2

0.1
0.0

llllllllr

o

o.2

o.4

0.6

0.8

Nr.
Fig. 4. Effectoflr'"" on the calculated
quantity(ln 7*., - ln
(Na,K)rSOo
for
0.5m
solutions
containing
0.5m (open
7*-)
squares),
1.0m(solidsquares),
and2.0m(opencircles)HrSOo.
Valuesarecomputedfor a solutionat 25 "C usingPitzercoefrcientsfrom Harvieet al. (198a)anda dissociation
for
constant
HSO; of 0.0105(fromPitzeret al.,1977).

concentration on this term can be obtained by considering the systemKrSO.-Na,SO4-HrSO4-H2O
at 25 'C. Using fit parameters for Pitzer's equations from Harvie et
al. (1984), we can compute 7Na-and,y"- for a 0.5m
(Na,K)rSOo solution at this temperature for a range of
HrSOoconcentrations.Calculatedvaluesof ln 7"", - ln
7Kr as a function of \. are shown for 0.5m, 1.0m, and
2.0m HrSOo solutions in Figure 4. The plot illustrates
that this quantity is not strongly dependent on \. but
becomessignificantly more positive with increasingmolality of HrSOo.This behavior indicates that at 25 'C K*
interacts more strongly with HSO; than does Na* and
implies that increasesin the molality of sulfuric acid in
the solution should favor the formation of more sodic
alunite at constant NN".
Figure 4 suggeststhat in sulfuric acid-bearing solutions, it may be more reasonableto assumethat the excessGibbs free energy ofthe aqueoussolution at a given
temperature and pressure is constant rather than zero
(provided molality of HrSOoremains relatively constant).
Ifthe excessGibbs free energyofthe aqueoussolution is
assumedconstant,then each measuredKo value at a given temperature would need to be corrected by addition
of a constant equal to -(ln 7", - ln t"-) prior to fitting
the data for ln K1ry.Figure 4 suggeststhat this correction
would lead to more negative values of ln K,,, than those
obtained using uncorrectedKD values from our 350 and
450 "C experiments.However, this term would not affect
the amount of changein Ko as a function of solid composition, and would therefore not changethe mixing parametersobtained from fitting the uncorrectedKo values.
In order to examine the effect of changesin sulfuric
acid concentration on Ko, *e conducted a secondset of
experimentsat 450'C and 1000bars. The startingsolutions in theseruns contained0.52 (Na,K)rSOoand l.0z
H,SO. (Table 3). As expected,the initially high sulfuric
acid concentration eliminated the formation of corundum by Reaction 5, but a new phasenot observedin any

Fig.5. sru photoofthe aluminumsulfatephase(largegrain)
produced
in 450"C runswith l.0z HrSOoin additionto 0.5m
(Na,K),SO.in the startingsolution.The imagewas obtained
with a rrol lxa-z:: scanningelectronmicroscope
usingan acceleratingvoltageof 15 kV and a currentof 100nA. Scalebar
is 40 pm.

ofthe previous runs was produced. This phasewas recognized on diffractograms ofthe run-product solids, but
could not be matched with any entry in the JCPDS card
file although it shows some similarity with an aluminum
sulfatephasedescribedby Davey et al. (1963).Scanningelectron-microscopestudy of these run products indicated that the unknown phase is relatively coarse grained
(Fig. 5) and contained Al and S but no alkalis.
The occurrenceof this aluminum sulfate phase indicates that in these runs, the aqueous solution was again
buffered by partial alunite dissolution. In this case the
alunite dissolution consumed rather than produced
aqueous sulfate, as indicated by the decreasein sulfate
molality in the run-product solutions(Table 3).
Although sulfate decreasedduring these runs, its final
concentration was still greaterthan that observedfor the
earlier series of 450 oC runs buffered by alunite-corundum equilibrium. This changein aqueous-solutioncomposition appearsto have displaced the measuredvalues
of ln K" to slightly higher values, as illustrated in Figure
6. This observation is consistent with Figure 4, which
suggeststhat higher sulfuric acid concentrations should
increasethe ln "y*"- - ln ?*- term and also increasemea-
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sured values of Ko. However, the curvature of ln K" with
alunite composition appears similar to that defined by
the previous experiments(Fig. 3A), with the exception of
the most Na-rich alunite. The significanceof this point
is not clear.
These results suggestthat our computed In K,,, values
at 350 and 450'C may be too large.However, they are
in generalag,reementwith our previous assumption that
the variation in ln K" with alunite composition is produced largely, if not exclusively,by the mixing properties
of alunite-natroalunite and not by those of the aqueous
phase.
DrscussroN
We feel that the experimental data provide two important qualitative results on the mixing relations of
alunite and natroalunite.First, they suggestthat both Zo""
and Wo* for alunite-natroalunite mixing increase with
decreasingtemperature.This behavior is typical of many
solid solutions (Powell, 1974) and favors the formation
of a solvus between alunite and natroalunite as temperature decreases.This solvus cannot occur at or above 350
oC,where our experimental resultsdemonstratecomplete
miscibility. However, theseresultsdo not precludea miscibility gap at 250'C. Without more precise knowledge
of the variation in Wo values with temperature,it is impossible to make a meaningful estimate of the consolute
temperature beyond these broad constraints.
The estimated Margulesterms also suggestthat the degree of asymmetry in the alunite-natroalunite solid solution, as measuredby the ratio of Wo*to Wo'^, remains
relatively constant with decreasing temperature. Our
variesonly slightly from 1.72
computed WG.K/Wc.N^ratio
to 1.61between450 and 350'C. If this ratio is assumed
to remain constant at 1.7 with decreasingtemperature,
the method of Guggenheim(1952)can be usedto predict
a consolutecomposition of 64.5 molo/onatroalunite. This
value, along with the apparent increasein Z terms with
decreasingtemperature,suggeststhat an asymmetric solvus is present in the alunite-natroalunite system.
The asymmetryindicatedby the Margulesmixing terms
implies that it is easierto substituteNa* for K* in alunite
than to substitute Kt for Nat in natroalunite. This probably reflects the greater size of the K* ion. When in 12fold coordination, as occurs on the alkali site in alunite,
K* has an ionic radius roughly 20o/ogreater than that of
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included1.0rnHrSOoin the startingsolution.Also shownis the
from the best-fitvaluesof ln K,',,
curvefrom Fig. 34.generated
W,r*, and Zor" from Tables2A and 2B.
Na (Shannon, 1976). The larger size of the K* ion is also
reflected in the molar volumes of the two end-members,
which increasefrom l4l.l5 cm3/mol for natroaluniteto
146.80cm3lmol for alunite (Parker, 1962).As noted by
Davies and Navrotsky (1983), volume differences between end-members are more useful for predicting the
magnitude of excessmixing terms than are differences
betweenthe radii of the ions involved in the substitution.
The mixing behavior of alunite-natroalunite can be
compared with other Na-K binary solid solutions, including muscovite-paragonite,alkali feldspar, and alkali
halides. Figure 7 comparesMargules parametersfor alunite-natroalunite with values for muscovite-paragoniteat
420 "C and 1000 bars from Pascaland Roux (1985),for
alkali feldspar at 500 "C and 1000 bars from Thompson
and Waldbaum (1969), and for alkali iodides, bromides,
and chlorides. The Margules terms for the alkali halides
are shown only at the consolutetemperaturefor eachsystem and were computed by using data on their consolute
temperaturesand compositions from Chanh (1964). Although other models are available to describemixing in
some of thesesystems(e.9.,Powell, 1974),wehave used
only the subregularMargules terms to facilitate comparison with our alunite data.
Figure 7 illustrates that Wo* is greater than Wo^^in
each of these systems. Thus the expectation that the

Trale 3. Compositionof startingand final aluniteand aqueoussolution
Duration
(d)
119
121
123
124
125
126

28
28
32
32
32
32

Starting
X""

1.00
0.00
0.00
0.53
1.00
0.00

N-"

0.00
1.00
0.50
1.00
0.00
1.00

0.325
0.633
0.780
0.844
0.567
0.38s

0.0089
0.0217
0.0232
0.0157
0.0120
0.0071

0.581
0.802
0.867
0.894
0.761
0.641

Final mso.

In K"

Final &"

Final XN,

0.0068
0.0031
0.0084
0.0110
0.0041
0.0039

- 1.05
-0 86
-0.62
-0.45
-0.89
-1.05

0.029
0.034
0.031
0.024
0.023
0.021

1.38
121
1.33
1.33
1.34

Note: For these runs, the starting solution contained O.5m(K,Na),SO4and 1.0m H,SO4.These experimentswere all run at 450'C and 1000 bars.
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Fig.7. Comparison
valuesobtainedin this study
of Margules
for alunitewith selected
valuesfrom otherNa-K solidsolutions.
Alunite Zo,*" with Zo,* valuesare shownin solid and open
squirres,
respectively.Wor^ and Zn,* for othersystemsareshown
with solidandopencirclesandareconnected
with dashedlines.
Thesystems
shownarealkaliiodides(l), bromides(2),andchlorides (4) (Chanh,1964);muscovire-paragonite
(3) (Pascaland
Roux,1985);andalkalifeldspar(5)(ThompsonandWaldbaum,
1969).
smaller Na* ion should substitute more readily for K*
than vice versa appears valid for a variety of mineral
structures and compositions. It is also noteworthy that
the consolute composition for the alkali halides (Chanh,
1964),alkali feldspar(Thompsonand Waldbaum, 1969),
muscovite-paragonite(Chatterjee and Flux, 1986), and
the predicted value for alunite all are within the rangeof
X*" -- 0.62 to 0.75. There are, however, some systems
that do not conform to this pattern of asymmetric mixing
between Na and K end-members. The system NarSOo&SOo, for example, appearsto have a nearly symmetric
solvus, on the basis of the data of Perrier and Bellanca
(1940). This implies that the Margules terms for Na and
K are roughly equal and that the system can be modeled
as a regular solution with only one mixing term. Ionexchangedata from Ames (1964) suggeststhat many Naand K-bearing zeolite minerals are completely miscible
at 25 "C. This complete miscibility at low temperature
implies that the energeticsof Na-K mixing in zeolitesare
substantially diferent from those of Na-K mixing in
alunite and in the silicate minerals describedabove.
THnnlronyNAMIc DATA FoR NATRoALUNTTE
The ln K for Reaction I can be used to calculate
G9.,".,,"n.at the experimental temperature and pressure
conditions. We have computed a value for G1,,.".,u,,,"
at
2 5 0 " C a n d 5 0 0 b a r so f - 4 7 1 9 . 0 0( + 1 . 9 1 )k J . m o l , b y
using data from Helgesonet al. (1978)on the Gibbs free
energyfor alunite, Nat, and K*. Although the uncertainty
in ln K,,, is larger at 250 'C than at higher temperatures,
the 250 oC value is considered more reliable becauseit
was obtained without making any assumptionsabout the
aqueousactivity terms (beyond those made in using Pitz-

er's equations at this temperature, as discussedin App.
l).
We then computed AGP,*."',.,. at 25 "C and I bar by
using the experimental value at 250 "C and estimatesof
the entropy and heat capacity of natroalunite obtained
with the method of Helgesonet al. (1978).This method
usesthe entropies, molar volumes, and heat capacitiesof
alunite, NarO, and KrO to estimate entropy and heat capacity for natroalunite. These estimatesare listed in Table 4.
at 25 "C and I bar is
Our computed AcPn",,o"r""it
- 4622.40(+ 1.9I ) kJ. mol I, wherethe error reflectsonly
the uncertaintyin ln Kr,, at 250'C and doesnot include
possible inaccuracies or imprecision in the estimated
thermodynamic properties for natroalunite or in the thermodynamic data on alunite, Na*, or K* from Helgeson
et al. (1978).Probably the greatestuncertaintyinvolved
in the calculation is in the free energy of formation of
alunite at 25 "C. Publishedvaluesrangefrom -4672.27
kJ.mol ' (Kashkai, 1975)to -4647.00 kJ.mol-,, calculated using the free energy of formation of alunite at
90'C from Ghiorso and Carmichael(1980)and the heat
capacityofalunite from Kelley (1960).The -4659.30 kJ.
mol ' value from Helgesonet al. (1978)is roughly midway betweenthese extremes.
Given this large uncertainty, our estimate of
AGfn",,o"runi,.
at 25 'C is in surprisingly good agreement
-4622.35
with the
kJ.mol-' value reported by Hladky
and Slansky (1981), the only published value for
AGPn"t.o"runrt"
at 25 "C and I bar of which we are aware.
Hladky and Slanskydid not describethe estimation technique they used to obtain their value, and it is therefore
difficult to assessits reliability. Moreover, their estimated
log K of - 5.14 for Reaction I at 25 "C is in poor agreement with our computed value of -2.83. We therefore
conclude that the excellent agreementbetween the two
estimatesfor AGfl,o,,"",u.,t"
at 25 "C is fortuitous.
We have also usedthe estimatedthermodynamic propertiesof natroaluniteto computevaluesfor ln K,r)of - 1.90
a t 3 5 0 ' C a n d 5 0 0 b a r sa n d - 1 . 6 1 a t 4 5 0 ' C a n d 1 0 0 0
bars.The estimatedvalueat 350 "C is 0.17 log units more
negativethan the experimentalvalue of -1.73. This is
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within the estimated uncertainty of 0.26 for the experimentally determined value. At 450 .C, the estimatedvalue is 0.62 log units more negative than the experimental
value and far outside ofits uncertainty of0.05. There are
inseveralpossibleexplanaiionsfor thesediscrepancies,
cluding errors in the estimated entropy and heat capacity
of natroalunite, or possibly someinaccuraciesin the thermodynamic data from Helgesonet al. (1978).However,
we feel that the most likely source of error is our assumption that the activity coefficients for Na* and K*
cancel at 350 and 450 "C. The discrepancybetween the
estimatedand experimentallydetermined valuesof ln K,,,
is consistentwith an increasein the value of ln 7".r - ln
7". at higher temperature, possibly caused by the observed increasein sulfuric acid concentration with temperature in the run product solutions.
Crrnmrsrnv oF NATURALALUNTTES
We have examined the literature on alunite occurrences in an effort to find evidence for our predicted
asymmetric solvus between alunite and natroalunite. Although compositional data are available on alunite from
a variety of geologic environments, nearly all published
analysesare of bulk samples.These do not provide information about small-scalecompositionalvariations that
might result from alunite-natroalunite exsolution. However, they do provide generalinformation about the range
of Na/K ratios in alunites from different settings.
Figure 8 presentspublished data on the Na content of
natural alunites and natroalunites. We have subdivided
thesealunites into inferred high-, intermediate-, and lowtemperature associationson the basis of their geologic
setting and the associatedminerals reported. Figure 8A
includes compositional data on alunite associatedwith
pyrophyllite in aluminous metamorphic rocks. These
samples,which we interpret as the highest-temperature
occurrenceof natural alunite, are all high in Na, consistent with our experimental observation that increasing
temperature favors more Na-rich alunites.
Figure 88 includes data on alunites from epithermal
ore depositsand hot springsand spansarange ofinferred
temperaturesfrom roughly 250 to 50 .C. Most of these
data are from the Mount Lassen and Yellowstone geothermal areas(Ghiorso, 1980), the Summitville, Colorado, gold-quartz-alunite deposit (Stoffregenand Alpers,
1987; Stofregen, unpublished data), and the Marysvale,
Utah, alunite deposit (Schrader, l9l3; Parker, 1962;
Cunningham et al., 1984). Although Figure 8B does not
provide good evidence for a solvus, we note that there
are relatively few values near our predicted consolute
composition of 64.5 molo/onatroalunite.
Figure 8C includes data on alunites formed during
weathering or diagenesisand shows a complete range of
compositions.Although not consideredin Figure 8C, these
Iow-temperaturealunites may also contain significanthydronium on the alkali site (Rosset al., 1968; Stoffregen
and Alpers, in preparation). We do not feel that the observed range in Na contents indicates complete miscibil-
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ity betweenalunite and natroalunite at near-surfaceconditions; instead, we attribute it to a lack of equilibration
under these conditions. Disequilibrium between alunite
and solution is also suggestedby the work ofZotov (197l)
and Ghiorso (1980) on hot-springalunites.By assuming
equilibrium between alunite and solution, both authors
concluded that increasingtemperature causeda decrease
in the ln K of Reaction l, a result inconsistent with our
experiments.We suggestthat chemical equilibrium is not
generallyattained betweenalunite and aqueoussolutions
below 100'C.
Although this lack of equilibration probably obscures
any immiscibility between alunite and natroalunite in
most low-temperature settings,there are some reports of
coexistingalunite and natroalunite.Slansky(1975) described the occurrenceofalunite and natroalunite from a
"boiling pool" on White Island, New Zealand, and Aoki
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(l 983) identified alternatingbands ofalunite and natroalunite forming in the Osorezangeothermal field in Japan.
Huang and Chang (1982) argued for an alunite-natroalunite solvus on the basisof equivocal compositional data
from the Chinkuashih, Taiwan, gold-quartz-alunite deposit. Finally, we note that Parker (1962) was unable to
synthesizealunite in the rangeNaooto nearly Na,ooat 100
'C, a result consistentwith our inferred asymmetric
solVUS.

CoNcr,usroNs
Our experimental study of alkali exchange between
alunite and sulfate solutions has demonstrated that (l)
the equilibrium constant for the reaction
KAI3(SO.),(OH)6+ Nat:

NaAI,(SO"),(OH)5+ K*

decreaseswith decreasingtemperature; (2) alunite and
natroalunite are completely miscible down to at least 350
'C; and (3) alunite and natroalunite form an
asymmetric
solid solution below 450 .C. Rigorous interpretation of
the experimental results is hampered by a lack of equitibration at low temperature and by an inability to calculate activity coefficientsin the aqueousphaseat higher
temperatures. Evaluation of mixing relations in the
aqueous phase is also complicated by the generation of
sulfuric acid during our 350 and 450 oCexperiments.This
acid production may have increasedthe experimentalKo
values, causing us to overestimate ln K,,, for the alkaliexchangereaction at these temperatures.
We have fit our experimental data by using a subregular Margules model for alunite-natroalunite mixing. Uncertainties in the Margules parametersincreasesubstantially with decreasingtemperature becauseof a decrease
in the quality of the experimental reversalswith decreasing temperature and the limited range of solid compositions used at 250 "C. Nevertheless,the subregularMargules model used in this study is superior to other
assumptions,such as ideal mixing, that are contradicted
by our experiments.In addition, the estimated Margules
parametersprovide a basis for interpreting the chemistry
of alunites formed at or above 250 'C. Detailed study of
the chemistry of natural alunites and coexisting aqueous
solutions may help to refine our proposed mixing terms
and may also confirm the existence of an asymmetric
solvus in the alunite-natroalunite system. This solvus is
suggestedbut not required by our experimental results.
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AppnNnrx 1. CnrcuurloN
AT 250'C
COEFFICIENTS
We have used Pitzer's equations to compute individual-ion activity coemcientsfor Na* and K+ at 250 "C and
500 bars. In making these calculations,we assumedthat
the equation giving the temperature dependenceof B(0),
B(r),and C(d)from 25 to 225 "C (Holmes and Mesmer,
oC,and we neglected
1986) could be extrapolated to 250
pressure.
Following Pabalanand
the efects ofchanges in
to its 25 oC value of
d"u,*
equal
(1987),
we
set
Pitzer
-0.012. Similarly, becauseno data is availableoD *Nu."so. ilt elevated temperature, we used the 25 "C value of
-0.010. The Debye-HiickelA term at 250 "C and 500
bars was interpolated from values tabulated by Pitzer et
al. (1984)as 0.68.As recommendedby Holmes and Mesmer, d was set to 1.4. Pitzet coefficientsfor sulfuric acid
and dissolvedAl are not now availableat 250'C, and as
a result we have neglectedthese speciesin the calculations. Becauseof their low concentrations compared to
the amount of dissolved sodium and potassium sulfate,

220
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STOFFREGEN AND CYGAN: Na-K EXCHANGE IN ALUNITES
Calculatedindividual-ionactivitycoefficientsat 2S0.C
and 500 bars
N""

13
42
43
85
86
87
88

0.904
0911
0 590
0.701
0.8s0
0.934
0.967

h"*

o.471
0 471
0.467
0.469
0.470
0.471
0.472

.fx.

0.461
0.461
0.466
0.464
0.462
0.460
0.460

In TNr* -

In 7x*

0.021
0.o21
0.003
0.010
0.018
0.023
0.025

they are unlikely to have a significant effect on the computed valuesof7*.. and 7*..
Computed values of Na* and K* individual-ion activity coefficientsare tabulated in Table Al for all runs at
250 "C, along with the quantity ln 7"". - ln 7*-. Note
that this quantity is always lessthan 0.03. This represents
a negligible amount compared to the measuredrange of
ln K" at this temperature (Table I and Fig. 3C) and has
been ignored in the calculation of ln K,,, and the alunitenatroalunite mixing parameters.

